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The Rollingshield™ retractable
awning is the foremost in design
and manufacturing. This remarkable awning system has a wide
variety of applications, including:
porches, patios, courtyards, interior/exterior gardens, balconies,
decks and pool decks, skylights,
outdoor areas and many enclosed
areas around the home or business. Rollingshield's approach to
designer awnings is unique and
innovative by using special monitoring systems. Sophisticated sensors are used to detect heavy
winds that may damage the
awning. Once the sensors detect
higher wind gusts, of a certain
speed, the awning is automatically
retracted. Sensors for sun/heat can
also be installed to allow the
awnings to extend automatically
once the sun reaches a certain
position. Our retractable awnings
are constructed to shelter areas
from the damaging effect of the
sun, providing the benefits of yearround sun protection from heat,
UV rays and glare. All systems are
constructed from heavy-duty aluminum and fade resistant fabrics.
Rollingshield™ has one of the
largest selections of fabrics (color
and patterns).

(800) 474-9404
www.rollingshield.com

S_enn® - Transparent, linear and innovative
S_enn® the new sunshade made of stainless steel.
• World premiere in January 2003 at the BAU Trade Fair in Munich
• Made of hollow stainless steel sections that can simply be rolled up
• Stable at wind speeds up to 34 mp/h
• Minimum level of energy penetration into buildings
• High degree of visual contact to the outside world
Cool contact
Thanks to the perfectly designed section, as soon as the sun stands more than 20 degress above the
horizon, direct irradiation is completely eliminated. That allows the air-conditioning costs to be radically reduced. Thanks to the thinness of the section, just 4 mm, and approximately 20 percent gap
between the individual sections, users of the blinds can have constant visual contact to the outside
world. The aesthetically attractive result stems from the employment of highly precise manufacturing
technology.
Sunshade in windy conditions
While other sunshade systems have to be retracted, for their own protection, at wind speeds of only
approximately 25 mp/h, S_enn® can be used without any problems up to 34 mp/h and continue to
provide a shady place to work. S_enn® has a maximum width of 106 inches and a standard overall
maximum height.

Alto Retractable Awning

Mounting Detail:
Alto

180 mm

220 mm

270 mm

30 mm

90

100,125,150,
175,200 mm

Alto

Front View of Alto Wall
Mounting Bracket

Minimum of 5’ 5” and
Maximum of 19’ 8”

Guide:

Due to special design and installation
considerations, Rollingshield only provides Alto Systems installed.

Powder coated extruded aluminum
guide rails with integrated tension
spring.

Operation:

Self-contained tubular motor.

Height of Unit: 8 5/8”

Hardware and 100% maintenance free powder
Frame:
coated extruded aluminum frame and
stainless steel and brass hardware.

Track

Fabric
Endcap

Sideplate

Fabrics:

Over 300 colors and styles available

Options:

Radius tracks, decorator switches for
automated control, wind and sun
sensors, remote controls and digital
timers.

Warranty:

2-year manufacturer’s warranty
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The Alto Systems are the perfect solution for any greenhouse application.
The systems are designed to fit certain
curved and straight surfaces. Alto systems are designed for sophisticated
motorized operation only.
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Vertika Retractable Awning

Mounting Detail:
Vertika PV
158mm
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Hood Assembly

Drop Bar

Max 5000mm

96mm

120mm

Mounting
Bracket

80/130

Guide Rail (Split)

Guide Rail (Single)

Vertika PM
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Guide Tube

Drop Bar

Mounting
Bracket

Drop Arm
Max 3500mm

96m

120m

Vertika PM

Guide Rail (Split)

Guide Rail (Single)

Height of Unit:

61/4”

Projection:

Maximum of 2’ 2” (PM only)

Height:

Max of 11’ 4” for PM, 16’ 4” for PV

Pitch:

130 degrees (PM only)

Arms:

Drop with Interlocking Mechanism.

Guide:

Powder coated extruded aluminum
guide rails for single(s) or split(s).

Operation:

Self-contained tubular motor.

Hardware & Frame: 100% maintenance free powder
coated extruded aluminum frame and
stainless steel and brass hardware.
Fabrics:

Over 300 colors and styles available

Options:

Decorator switches for automated
control, wind and sun sensors, remote
controls and digital timers.

Warranty:

2-year manufacturer’s warranty

The Vertika is our award-winning facade
system. Designed for use as an exterior
window covering to control light, reduce
energy costs and minimize the damaging
effects of the sun. This system runs on permanent powder-coated side rails attached
to each side of the covered opening.

Max 650mm

Vertika wall
mount track
80

Hood Assembly
Guide Tube
Guide Rail

Mounting
Bracket

Fabric

Drop Bar

96mm

3’ 3” to 13’ 1”

Max 130
degrees

Outside to Outside
Dimension

Width:

120mm
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Techno Retractable Awning

Mounting Detail:
Techno EV
157mm

162mm
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93mm

Hood Assembly

Drop Bar

85mm

Stainless Steel Rod

Max 3000mm

Outside to Outside
Dimension

60mm

85mm

Mounting Bracket

Drop Bar
Fabric Tube

Techno EM
157mm

Techno EV

162mm
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93mm

Hood Assembly

Guide Tube
Drop Bar

Drop Arm

85mm

Techno EM

Stopper

60mm

85mm

Mounting
Bracket

Outside to Outside
Dimension

Max 3000mm

Stainless
Steel Rod

Guide
Tube

Drop
Bar

Fabric Tube

Wall brackets top
and bottom
m

130mm

40m

85mm

mm
27

Max 110
degrees

The Techno is a unique blend of form and
function. Designed for use as an exterior
window covering, the Techno System's
stainless steel look is beautifully decorative.
An award winner for design, the Techno
System is sure to compliment virtually any
architectural style with its sleek finish and
thin lines.

Width:

3’ 3” to 11’ 6”

Height of Unit:

5”

Projection:

Maximum of 2’ 2” (EM only)

Height:

Maximum of 10’

Pitch:

110 degrees (EM only)

Arms:

Drop with Interlocking mechanism
(EM only)

Guide:

Stainless steel guide rod.

Operation:

Self-contained tubular motor.

Hardware & Frame: 100% maintenance free powder
coated extruded aluminum and stainless steel frame and brass hardware.
Fabrics:

Over 300 colors and styles available

Options:

Decorator switches for automated control, wind and sun sensors, remote
controls and digital timers.

Warranty:

2-year manufacturer’s warranty
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Loggia Retractable Awning

Mounting Detail:
Loggia LS

Max 3000mm

130mm

150mm

65mm

85mm

170mm

85mm

Loggia LF

95mm

Loggia LF

100mm

65mm

157mm

Width:

3’ 3” to 19’ 8”

Height of Unit: 6”
Projection:

3” 11”, 4’ 7” and 5’ 3” (LF only)

Height:

Maximum of 9’ 10” (LS Only)

Pitch:

110 degrees (LF only)

Arms:

Drop with tension spring (LF only).

Guide:

Tension Cable (LS only)

Operation:

Manual Geiger gear/hand crank or selfcontained tubular motor.

Hardware and 100% maintenance free powder
Frame:
coated extruded aluminum frame and
stainless steel and brass hardware.
Fabrics:

Over 300 colors and styles available

Options:

Decorator switches for automated
control, wind and sun sensors, remote
controls and digital timers.

Warranty:

2-year manufacturer’s warranty

The Loggia has a wide array of applications, including residential and commercial structures. The Loggia system is
available with the traditional hand
crank mechanism or with the more
advanced motorized operation, for easy
control and use. This system fits virtually
any window large or small.
Gear and
Mounting Bracket
Fabric

Tension
Cable

Mounting
Bracket

Tension Spring Holder

130mm

1200mmArm=1370mm
1400mm Arm=1570mm
1600mm Arm=1770mm

Loggia LS

Loggia ceiling
mount bracket
m
39m

150mm
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Drop Bar

Tension Spring

100mm

Retractable Awning

Mounting Detail:
Universal
Wall Mount (g

249mm

)

215mm

Universal

267mm

Ceilingg Mount g

215mm

Wall Mount with Hood(g

)

305mm

267mm

Vegas

215mm

Vegas
Wall Mount

The tubular is the most popular of the
retractable awnings. The tubular has a wide
array of applications, including residential
and commercial structures. The system is
available with the traditional hand crank
mechanism or with the more advanced
motorized operation, for easy control and
use.

bracket
projection

Ceiling Mount
arm bracket

joint arm

drop bar

Universal
Width:

8’ to 38’ 6”

Height of Unit:

8 5/8”

Projection:

4’ 11”, 6’ 6”, 8’ 2”, 9’ 10” and 11’ 5”

Vegas
Width:

98” to 255” (large sizes available)

Height of Unit:

10”

Projection:

59” to 158” (large sizes available)

Guide:

Tension lateral arms

Operation:

Manual or self-contained tubular motor.

Hardware & Frame: 100% maintenance free powder
coated extruded aluminum frame and
stainless steel and brass hardware.
Fabrics:

Over 300 colors and styles available

Options:

Decorator switches for automated
control, wind and sun sensors, remote
controls and digital timers.

Warranty:

2-year manufacturer’s warranty
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Oasis Retractable Shading System

Installation Views:

Eclipse

Single Transverse Bar Profile
Max. Width Between Guides:

11.48’

Total Distance:

13.12’

Double Transverse Bar Profile
Max. Width Between Guides:

13.12’

Total Distance:

14.76’

Guide Profile
Max. Distance Between Supports:

13.12’

Total Max. Distance:

13.12’

Structural 75 Guide Profile
Max. Distance Between Supports:

16.4’

Total Max. Distance:

16.4’

Structural 90 Guide Profile
Max. Distance Between Supports:

19.69’

Total Max. Distance:

39.37’

Lattrice Structure
Max. Distance Between Supports:

32.8’

Total Max. Distance:

39.37’

The Eclipse Retactable Shading System is an
incredibly versatile solution that allows you
to create a luxurious outdoor sitting area. Its
innovative design makes this system
retractable so the fabric covers can be pulled
back to let in sunlight or fully extended to
provide comfortable cool shade.
The Eclipse can be fashioned with a double layered top that serves to protect the lower
layer of fabric plus provides a layer of insulation against heat and cold. This system can
also be fitted with curtains all around the
sides for complete enclosures.

Oasis Retractable Shading System

Installation Views:

Sahara - 16’x16’

Sahara - 19’x26’

The Sahara Outdoor Tent System provides shading in the daytime and an elegant covered area for
dining and socializing at night. These beautiful European designs utilize the finest materials and the
most innovative engineering to provide the best shading systems in the market.
Excellent for yards, patios, terraces, pool side, gazebos, outdoor dining or restaurants.
Sahara - 16’ x 16’
Max. Width:

16’

Max. Length:

16’

Max. Height:

8’

Sahara - 19’ x 26’
Max. Width:

19’

Max. Length:

26’

Max. Height:

8’
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Accessories

Fabrics
Sunbrella® Fabrics
Sunbrella® is an all solution dyed acrylic fabric and is made from 100 percent solution-dyed acrylic yarns. Solution-dying is the process of adding
color to acrylic fibers during manufacturing while they are in a liquid state.
Color goes all the way through the fabirc not just on the surface so it looks
beautiful year after year. This is the main characteristic of solution dyed fabrics and is the key to locking in color, easy cleaning and long life.

Soltis® Fabrics
Soltis® fabrics are mesh PVC fabrics for use with most RollingshieldTM
shading systems. Due to their micro-aerations, Soltis® textiles regulate the
sun’s heat. Installed on the outside of windows, Soltis® absorbs and
reflects up to 97 percent of the heat generated by the sun. The wide range
of Soltis® colors is based on the Natural Color System (NCS). It lets you
choose the color giving the light transmission coefficient best suited to your
needs, while preserving the architectual harmony of your environment.
Soltis® textiles are wind and weather resistant. The high tenacity polyester
yearn reinforcement makes them exceptionally resistant to wind and intensive uses.

Motorization by Rollingshield™
Tubular Motors
Rollingshield™’s line of tubular motors provides
the perfect solution for adding sophisticated operation to rollshutters and shades. This internal
tubular motor system can be operated by a simple
wall switch or remote control. Either the 500 or
600 series motors can be standard or with manual override operation. They provide 40 Nm or 100
Nm of torque power respectively. Rollingshield™’s powerful motors are
suited for virtually any shutter or shading application.
Sophisticated Controls for Motorized Shutters and Shades
Rollingshield™’s line of electronic controls offers a wide array of remote
options for shutters and shades. Remote transmitters can range from a single open/close channel to 99 channels. These controls can be arranged in
various combinations to operate single, multiple, or grouped motors. Sun
and wind sensors can be added for automated operation with operator
selected parameters.
Sun and Wind Sensor
This sensor allows a motorized awning or shade
to be set to open or closed based on how much
sunlight or wind is affecting it. This provides a
very convenient way to shade any structure at
the point where damaging sunlight and UV rays
are at their worst. When wind gusts reach a
potentially damaging strength, the wind sensor
will close the shutter. Once conditions go back
to normal, the sensor returns the shade to its
previous position.

RF Receiver
This receiver is connected to the tubular motor and is controlled by any one
of Rollingshield™’s remote transmitters. The RF receiver can be connected
directly to a Wind Only sensor and operated by either a wall switch or
remote control.
Remote Controls (Transmitters)
All remotes have an operating range of 18 yards indoors and over 150
yards outdoors. They can penetrate two interior walls and transmit at
433.92 MHz. All Rollingshield™ transmitters and receivers operate on RF
(radio frequency) so it is not necessary to have line-of-site in order to function.
Central Control
The Central Control unit can be the
brain of your shutter or shading system. This controller can operate a
series of RF receivers using a Global
Command. Additionally, it controls the
parameters of the settings for the Sun
and Wind sensor. Those parameters
include light and wind intensity, reaction time, and timer. The Central
Control can be set to operate automatically or manually.

For more information or architectural specifications please call 800-474-9404
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